We employ quantum Monte Carlo to obtain chemically accurate vertical and adiabatic excitation energies, and equilibrium excited-state structures for the small, yet challenging, formaldehyde and thioformaldehyde molecules. A key ingredient is a robust protocol to obtain balanced ground-and excited-state Jastrow−Slater wave functions at a given geometry, and to maintain such a balanced description as we relax the structure in the excited state. We use determinantal components generated via a selected configuration interaction scheme which targets the same second-order perturbation energy correction for all states of interest at different geometries, and fully optimize all variational parameters in the resultant Jastrow−Slater wave functions. Importantly, the excitation energies as well as the structural parameters in the ground and excited states are converged with very compact wave functions comprising few thousand determinants in a minimally augmented double-ζ basis set. These results are obtained already at the variational Monte Carlo level, the more accurate diffusion Monte Carlo method yielding only a small improvement in the adiabatic excitation energies. We find that matching Jastrow−Slater wave functions with similar variances can yield excitation energies compatible with our best estimates; however, the variance-matching procedure requires somewhat larger determinantal expansions to achieve the same accuracy, and it is less straightforward to adapt during structural optimization in the excited state.
INTRODUCTION
Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) methods are first-principle approaches that approximately solve the Schrodinger equation in a stochastic manner. The two most commonly used variants, namely, variational (VMC) and diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC), typically employ so-called Jastrow−Slater wave functions where a determinant expansion is multiplied by a Jastrow factor which explicitly depends on the interparticle distances and accounts for a significant portion of electronic correlation. Because of the presence of the Jastrow factor, much shorter expansions are often needed to describe the Slater component and obtain accurate VMC results, which can then be further improved with the use of DMC. Thanks to the favorable scaling with system size, these methods have been routinely employed to compute the electronic properties, particularly total energies, of relatively large molecules and solids. 1−5 Recent methodological advances have reduced the cost per Monte Carlo step of computing energy derivatives to the one of the energy itself, also for large multideterminant wave functions. 6, 7 This has enabled us not only to simultaneously optimize geometry and wave function with as many as 200 000 determinants but also to explore the dependence of the results on different lengths and types of Slater expansions, foraying into QMC wave function choices beyond conventional smallactive-space definitions. Capitalizing on these developments, our recent thorough investigation 8 of constructing the Slater component by an automated determinant selection through a selected configuration interaction (CIPSI) approach 9−21 has led to accurate predictions of the ground-state energies and structural parameters of butadiene with relatively short Slater expansions. Relevant determinants could be systematically introduced into the wave function that would not have been chosen otherwise based on a manual, intuitive selection.
These developments also open very interesting prospects for the application of QMC to geometry relaxation in the excited state, where most electronic structure methods either lack the required accuracy or are computationally quite expensive due to their scaling with system size. To date, there are very few studies to assess the ability of QMC to predict excited-state geometries, 22−25 while most of the relatively limited literature on excited-state QMC calculations is primarily concerned with vertical excitation energies. 26−42 Importantly, all these studies are characterized by the use of very different wave functions ranging from the simple ansatz of a CI singles wave function to complete active space (CAS) expansions, sometimes truncated or only partially optimized in the presence of the Jastrow factor due to the limitations previously faced in sampling and optimizing large numbers of determinants. In this work, we want to overcome this empiricism in the application of QMC to excited states and (a) identify the most efficient protocol to obtain a balanced and robust description of the ground and excited states in VMC at a given geometry, (b) extend this protocol to the optimization of the geometry as well as the computation of energy differences between different potential energy surfaces at distinct geometries, and (c) demonstrate the competence of VMC in determining accurate vertical excitation energies, optimal excited-state structures, and adiabatic excitations.
To this aim, we focus on the low-lying singlet n → π* excitation of formaldehyde and thioformaldehyde, and compute these excited-state properties employing relatively compact wave functions containing between a few thousand to about 45 000 determinants obtained through different CIPSI selection schemes. These molecules are small but theoretically challenging: a recent VMC study reported an error as large as 0.2 eV on the vertical excitation energy of thioformaldehyde, 39 and DMC calculations without a Jastrow factor required wave functions with as many as 100 000 determinants to achieve high accuracy for formaldehyde. 38 Here, we obtain VMC vertical excitation energies within chemical accuracy (∼0.04 eV) of the extrapolated full CI (FCI) estimates for both molecules with expansions as small as a few thousand determinants in combination with a minimally augmented double-ζ basis set. These excellent results are obtained using CIPSI expansions constructed to yield a comparable secondorder perturbation (PT2) correction in the ground and excited states, and fully reoptimized in the presence of the Jastrow factor. Matching the energy variance of the Jastrow−Slater wave functions of the two states 39, 43 to estimate the excitation energy appears to be a more delicate procedure which, in the case of formaldehyde, recovers VMC excitation energies within 0.05 eV of our best estimates for determinantal expansions comprising at least 7000 determinants.
When optimizing the structure, we follow two different selection routes to maintain a balanced treatment of the wave function while changing the geometry: we construct the determinantal component targeting a roughly constant value of either the perturbation correction or the variance of the CIPSI expansions. We find that both schemes are viable to obtain robust VMC geometries, also in the more demanding case of formaldehyde where different correlated methods give a range of variations in the prediction of the CO bond and the out-ofplane angle in the excited state as large as 80 mÅ and 20°, respectively. 44 With just a minimal basis, we obtain optimal VMC structures converged with fewer than 1000 determinants and in excellent agreement with the coupled cluster estimates, namely, with deviations smaller than a couple of degrees in the angles and 3 and 10 mÅ in the ground-and excited-state bond lengths, respectively. Finally, we compute the difference between the variational minima of the VMC ground-and excited-state potential energy surfaces to evaluate the adiabatic excitation energies. For both molecules, irrespective of the determinant selection mode, we obtain VMC and DMC estimates within better than 0.05 eV of the corresponding coupled cluster values.
The paper is organized as follows. We describe the CIPSI selection scheme employed to obtain a balanced description of multiple states in section 2 and present the computational details in section 3. The VMC and DMC vertical excitation energies of formaldehyde and thioformaldehyde are given in section 4, and the results of the VMC structural relaxation in the ground and excited states are given in section 5. We conclude in section 6 by summarizing the most important outcomes of our investigation and the future prospects of the applicability of our approach.
METHODS
The wave functions used in the QMC calculations are of the Jastrow−Slater form, namely, the product of a determinantal component and a positive Jastrow correlation function
where N det is the total number of determinants and the Jastrow factor depends here on the electron−nucleus and electron− electron distances, explicitly ensuring that the electronic cusp conditions are satisfied.
To construct the determinantal part of the wave function, we employ the CIPSI selected CI algorithm that iteratively allows us to identify energetically important determinants from the FCI space. When one is interested in multiple electronic states, it is important to obtain a description of the CI subspace which leads to a uniform and balanced treatment of all states of interest. To ensure a consistent quality of the wave functions, the selection of the determinants for the multiple states is done in a single run even if the states belong to different symmetry classes. In practice, starting from an initial reference subspace typically given by the CI singles wave functions of all states, at every iteration, we expand the space by selecting among all singly and doubly excited determinants those which contribute the most to a state-average PT2 energy contribution.
If we represent a newly selected determinant with |α⟩, we then compute its second-order energy contribution using Epstein−Nesbet perturbation theory 45, 46 as
and the corresponding CI coefficients as
where n denotes a state and Ψ n is the current CI wave function in the space . As suggested by Angeli et al., 47 the selection criterion for a determinant |α⟩ in the external space is based on the energy contribution
states (4) where w n is the inverse of the maximum c k,n 2 with the index k running over the determinants in the current subspace . The determinant |α⟩ is added to if its energy contribution e α is
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Article higher than a threshold, which is automatically adjusted in such a way that the number of determinants in is doubled at each iteration. In the applications presented in this work, the ground state is a closed-shell singlet and the excited state an open-shell singlet, both having single-reference character with the dominant configuration state function (CSF) comprising a single determinant in the ground state and two determinants in the excited state. Since the expansion is performed in the basis of the determinants and not of the CSFs, reweighting the energy contributions by w n recovers the balance for the different states. As a consequence, we find that multiple states resulting from the expansion have approximately equivalent net PT2 corrections at every CIPSI iteration. For sufficiently large expansions, the PT2 correction can be viewed as an estimate of the current error in the variational energy with respect to the FCI value and, therefore, wave functions of different states with similar PT2 corrections will have comparable quality and yield a reasonable estimate of the excitation energies already at the CI level.
The many-body Hamiltonian,̂ , is diagonalized in the subspace at every iteration to determine the current CI coefficients. One keeps expanding until the wave function has a required number of determinants or until another chosen criterion is met, as for instance a desired total PT2 correction or variance of the CI wave functions as further discussed below in the results sections.
8,48−51 Additionally, we impose that the selected wave functions are spin-adapted, namely, eigenfunctions of the Ŝ2 operator: all determinants corresponding to the spatial occupation patterns currently present in are added to the reference space before the Hamiltonian is diagonalized. 52, 53 Although wave functions for all the states are obtained through this common selection process, determinants of one symmetry character do not contribute, of course, to a state of a different character. Therefore, we separate these determinants based on space symmetry prior to proceeding with the VMC optimization.
In what we name the "expansion" scheme, we simply use subsequent wave functions of increasing length generated according to the CIPSI algorithm we just described. While the "expansion" scheme is more easily transferable to larger systems where one could experience difficulty in obtaining a large expansion to then truncate, we will also present some tests with wave functions generated from a "truncation" scheme. After having introduced a large number of determinants in the reference space and obtained the wave functions for both states by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian, we project the wave functions in a common subspace of determinants as follows: for each group of determinants, , of the internal space sharing the same spatial occupation pattern, we compute the quantity
All the individual spatial occupation patterns of the internal space are sorted in decreasing order of d( ) values, and the truncated determinant space is built by taking the union of the first patterns of the list. This guarantees that the truncated wave functions are spin-adapted and that the final determinants kept after truncation are the most important for all states of interest.
COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
All QMC computations are carried out with the program package CHAMP. 54 We employ scalar-relativistic energyconsistent Hartree−Fock pseudopotentials and the correlation-consistent Gaussian basis sets specifically constructed for these pseudopotentials. 55, 56 For the majority of our calculations, we use a minimally augmented double-ζ basis set denoted here as maug-cc-pVDZ and constructed by augmenting the cc-pVDZ basis with s and p diffuse functions on the heavy atoms. Basis-set convergence tests are performed with the fully augmented aug-cc-pVTZ pseudopotential basis. In both cases, the diffuse functions are taken from the corresponding all-electron Dunning's correlation-consistent basis sets. 57 The Jastrow factor includes two-body electron− electron and electron−nucleus correlation terms. 58 We optimize all wave function parameters (Jastrow, orbital, and CI coefficients) by energy minimization in VMC using the stochastic reconfiguration (SR) method 59 in a conjugate gradient implementation. 60 We optimize the ground and excited states separately since the two states have different symmetries at both the ground-and excited-state optimal structures. We relax the geometry in Z-matrix coordinates and simply follow the direction of steepest descent, appropriately rescaling the interatomic forces and using an approximate constant diagonal Hessian. After convergence, we perform additional optimization steps and average the last 40 structures to estimate the structural parameters presented below. To remove occasional spikes in the forces, we use an improved estimator of the forces obtained by sampling the square of a modified wave function close to the nodes. 61 In the DMC calculations, we treat the pseudopotentials beyond the locality approximation using the T-move algorithm 62 and employ an imaginary time step of 0.02 au. As shown in the Supporting Information, this time step yields DMC excitation energies converged to better than 0.01 eV for the smallest wave function in formaldehyde and is therefore appropriate for all wave functions of higher quality considered in this work.
The CIPSI calculations are performed with Quantum Package 53 using orbitals obtained from small complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) calculations in the program GAMESS(US). 63, 64 As explained above, the CIPSI expansions are constructed to be eigenstates of Ŝ2 and the selected determinants are subsequently mapped into the basis of configuration state functions, thereby effectively reducing the number of optimization parameters for QMC.
VERTICAL EXCITATION ENERGIES
We begin our investigation by computing the lowest singlet vertical excitation energies of n → π* character of formaldehyde (CH 2 O) and thioformaldehyde (CH 2 S). In the ground state, both molecules possess C 2v symmetry and the relevant ground (S0) and excited (S1) states belong to the A 1 and the A 2 irreducible representation, respectively. The QMC vertical excitation energies are computed on the ground-state structures optimized at the iterative approximate coupled cluster singles, doubles, and triples (CC3) level with an aug-ccpVTZ basis and without the frozen-core approximation. 38, 65 Importantly, as we show below, the CC3 geometries are identical to the optimal ground-state structures obtained at the VMC level.
4.1. Formaldehyde. The lowest n → π* excited state of formaldehyde has been the subject of a recent DMC
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Article investigation, 38 where Jastrow-free CIPSI wave functions with as many as 300 000 determinants were employed to recover a vertical excitation energy within 0.08(3) eV of the best theoretical estimate of 3.97 eV. 65 In fact, calculations involving about 9000 and 75 000 determinants yielded excitation energies about 0.2 and 0.1 eV higher, respectively, than the reference value. Given the size of the molecule and the singlereference character of the excitation, the large number of determinants required to recover a satisfactory result is rather surprising and warrants an investigation where we generate optimal wave functions in the presence of the Jastrow factor prior to the DMC step.
Here, we revisit the VMC and DMC computation of this vertical excitation energy with compact CIPSI expansions in the Jastrow−Slater wave functions, containing between 1000 and 40 000 determinants. These determinant components are the result of subsequent expansions at the CIPSI level constructed to achieve a balanced description of the two states of interest at each step by selecting determinants that yield comparable PT2 contributions for both states as discussed above. The determinants corresponding to A 1 and A 2 symmetry are then isolated and the Jastrow−Slater wave functions are separately fully optimized by energy minimization in VMC. The resulting VMC and DMC total and vertical excitation energies are listed in Table 1 and plotted in Figure 1 .
The VMC vertical excitation energies computed with the maug-cc-pVDZ basis are already within 0.05 eV of the CC3/ aug-cc-pVTZ value with about 1000 and 2400 determinants in the ground state and the excited state, respectively. Further increasing the size of the wave functions by a factor of 10, we observe a rapid convergence to within ∼0.02 eV of the CC3 value. The DMC calculations with the VMC optimized wave functions gain about 17−30 mhartrees for the range of expansions studied, so the gain is uniform for both states. Consequently, the gap is quite stable also at the DMC level and consistently compatible within statistical error (to better than 0.02 eV) with the corresponding VMC values. A similar behavior is observed when employing the fully augmented triple-ζ basis set with the VMC excitation energy being rather stable as a function of the expansion size and in agreement within statistical error with the corresponding DMC value. From these calculations, we can therefore make three important observations: (a) the weighted CIPSI algorithm used here yields an automated, balanced determinant selection of the two states; (b) in combination with VMC optimization, we obtain reliable estimates for the vertical excitation energy with rather small and compact Jastrow−Slater wave functions; (c) to estimate the excitation energy, there is no need to perform a DMC calculation as the main correlation effects on Figure 1 . Convergence of the VMC and DMC energies of the ground and excited states (top) and of the excitation energy (bottom) of the n → π* excitation of formaldehyde with the combined number of determinants in the CIPSI expansions. The maug-cc-pVDZ basis is used. We also show the extrapolated FCI and CC3 values obtained with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set.
the energy difference have already been captured at the VMC level.
The extrapolated FCI estimate of the excitation energy computed with the same pseudopotential maug-cc-pVDZ basis set is 3.99 eV (see Figure S1 in the Supporting Information), in perfect agreement with the all-electron value of 3.99 eV obtained with the corresponding aug-cc-pVDZ basis set. In the all-electron calculations, the use of the larger aug-cc-pVTZ only reduces the FCI value to 3.98 eV, which can be further corrected for basis set and frozen-core errors to yield the best theoretical estimate of 3.97 eV. 65 Our results of 3.99 and 4.02 eV obtained with the maug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ, respectively, are in excellent agreement with the reference value.
So far, we have obtained a balanced description of both states by selecting determinants in the CIPSI expansion that yield comparable net PT2 contribution to both states at every step. In Figure 2 , we plot the resulting excitation energies together with the estimates obtained as difference of the fits of the ground-and excited-state VMC energies against the number of total determinants as E EX fit (N det ) − E GS fit (N det ) (see section S3 in the Supporting Information). Although we optimize our wave functions separately for the two states in VMC, we use the total number of determinants as a common index since the determinants were obtained from the same CIPSI selection. 66 Furthermore, since we now have at hand multiple wave functions for the ground and excited states, we can alternatively follow another physically appropriate approach to compute the excitation energy by matching the variances of the states of interest. 39, 43 To do so, we fit the VMC energies separately for the ground and the excited states against the corresponding variances (see Figure S3 ) and then subtract the two fits as E EX fit (σ
). The resulting variance-matched excitation energies are plotted in Figure 2 , where smaller variances correspond to larger expansions.
For our fully optimized Jastrow-CIPSI wave functions, both schemes to estimate the excitation energy yield reasonable values, which become of course more compatible for the larger expansions. The excitation energies computed by fitting the energies against the number of determinants display a clear and fast convergence, and are closer to the extrapolated FCI estimate over the whole range of expansions explored here. For the variance-matching scheme, the fit at high variances deviate from the FCI value by 0.08−0.12 eV and, only beyond about 7000 determinants and a variance of about 0.31 au, the fit starts giving reasonable estimates within 0.05 eV of our best estimate. Therefore, to make a reliable variance-matched prediction, one needs to employ larger wave functions containing several thousand determinants. We note that we are not in a regime 67 where a reliable estimate of the exact energy can be obtained by linear extrapolation to zero variance.
Finally, while the "expansion" scheme represents the most practical route to generate the determinantal component in a Jastrow-CIPSI wave function for larger systems, given the small size of formaldehyde, we can also investigate the effect of using the "truncation" scheme where a large CIPSI expansion is truncated either to yield wave functions with a similar norm for all states (Table S1 , truncation from 40 000 total determinants) or to include the most relevant patterns (Table S2 , truncation from 3 million total determinants) as discussed in section 2. We find that both truncated wave functions yield energetically equivalent estimates of the vertical excitation energies at the VMC and DMC levels as those obtained with comparable expansion sizes with the "expansion" scheme of Table 1 . We note that the "truncation" scheme should be applied to a relatively large expansion since, during the CIPSI iterations, the largest coefficients vary much at the beginning but tend to stabilize as the size of the expansion grows. If the size of the initial expansion is such that the determinants kept Figure 2 . VMC vertical excitation energies (circles) of formaldehyde obtained with the "expansion" scheme. The excitation energy is also estimated as the difference of the fits of the energies against the total number of determinants (bottom x-axis) and against the variance of the two states (top x-axis). We also show the extrapolated FCI and CC3 values obtained with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. The maug-cc-pVDZ basis set is used.
Article after truncation have converged coefficients relative to the largest coefficient, then truncating the wave function will be independent of the size of the starting expansion and, therefore, will be equivalent to truncating the FCI wave function. In general, fully reoptimizing the trial wave functions appears to yield accurate and robust estimates of the excitation energies of formaldehyde for both the "expansion" scheme and the "truncation" scheme. 4.2. Thioformaldehyde. This small molecule has been the subject of many recent investigations 39,68−70 and is a variant of formaldehyde, wherein the O atom is replaced by a S atom. Interestingly, the very recent study by Pineda Flores et al. 39 employed Jastrow-CIPSI wave functions to compute the excitation energy of the n → π* transition but obtained a VMC excitation energy of 2.07(2) eV, that is, about 0.2 eV lower than the reference extrapolated stochastic-heat-bath CI value of 2.31(1) eV on their geometry. They optimized all wave function parameters, albeit in variance minimization. In view of our success with the computation of the vertical excitation energy of formaldehyde at the VMC level, it is somewhat puzzling that the simple substitution of oxygen with sulfur would worsen so much the performance of the method. Therefore, we revisit here the same molecule using fully optimized Jastrow-CIPSI wave functions and both the CIPSI selection procedure of multiple states with similar PT2 energy correction and the variance-matching scheme.
We summarize our QMC results obtained from the CIPSI "expansion" scheme and the maug-cc-pVDZ basis set in Table  2 and also present them in Figure 3 . As in the case of formaldehyde, we find that we are able to obtain a stable estimate of the vertical excitation energy at both the VMC and DMC levels with relatively little effort. The excitation energy is essentially the same within statistical error at both the VMC and the DMC levels when increasing the total number of determinants from 800 to 44 000. The use of larger expansions yields of course a gain in the total energies, which is however less than 1 and 0.5 mhartree in VMC and DMC, respectively, when doubling the expansion size between the last two entries of Table 2 . Computation of the DMC energies on top of the final VMC optimized wave functions uniformly lowers the energies of both states by about 18−20 mhartrees, thereby unaltering the energy separation between them. Therefore, the CIPSI selection scheme combined with wave function optimization ensures a balanced description of the two states and yields a VMC excitation energy of 2.23 eV in excellent agreement with the CC3 value of 2.23 eV and the extrapolated FCI estimate of 2.22 eV obtained with a larger aug-cc-pVTZ basis. 68 In Figure 4 , we plot the excitation energies obtained for the different CIPSI expansions together with the two estimates one obtains by computing the difference of the fits of the groundand excited-state energies against the total number of determinants and against the variances of the two states as done for formaldehyde. We find that both estimates are compatible well within 0.05 eV over the whole range of expansion sizes/variances. We therefore do not reproduce the large error of 0.2 eV reported in ref 39 , which cannot therefore be due to the use of the variance-matching recipe with reoptimized Jastrow-CIPSI wave functions. . VMC vertical excitation energies (circles) of thioformaldehyde obtained with the "expansion" scheme. The excitation energy is also estimated as the difference of the fits of the energies against the total number of determinants (bottom x-axis) and against the variance of the two states (top x-axis). We also show the extrapolated FCI and CC3 values obtained with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set.
OPTIMAL EXCITED-STATE STRUCTURES AND ADIABATIC EXCITATION ENERGIES
Upon relaxation of formaldehyde in the first singlet excited state, the oxygen atom moves out of the plane. The optimal excited-state structure therefore possesses C s symmetry with the symmetry plane being perpendicular to the initial molecular plane and passing through the CO bond. The excited-state optimization therefore follows the A″ state as the symmetry of the molecule is lowered from C 2v to C s . In the first singlet excited state, thioformaldehyde remains instead planar and preserves C 2v symmetry so that the excited state maintains A 2 character. 5.1. Formaldehyde. We first optimize the structure of formaldehyde in the ground state for some of the Jastrow− Slater CIPSI wave functions that we have used to compute the vertical excitation energies of Table 1 . Similar to our previous findings for butadiene, 8 we obtain an accurate geometry in the ground state with relatively short expansions. As shown in Table 3 , the optimal bond lengths and bond angles computed with the compact aug-cc-pVDZ basis are within 1 mÅ and 1°o f the corresponding CC3/aug-cc-pVTZ values already with the smallest wave function considered. Energetically, we gain about 1 mhartree upon structure optimization with the smallest wave function of 580 determinants and the average VMC energies of the two larger cases are identical to the initial energies on top of the starting CC3 geometry.
To relax the geometry in the excited state, we can simply start from the ground-state structure, with the oxygen slightly displaced out of the plane, and use the same excited-state expansion as in the calculation of the vertical excitation. Even though such a wave function misses all determinants of B 2 character which will acquire nonzero weight as the molecule moves out of the plane, this quick procedure gives us already a good estimate of the excited-state geometry with a CO bond of about 1.334 Å and an out-of-plane angle of 31.5°(see Table  S4 ). These structural parameters compare very favorably with the corresponding values obtained in CC3 and a full valence CASPT2 calculation. 44 We stress that the excited-state geometry of formaldehyde has been found to depend significantly on the level of theory, with highly correlated methods spanning differences of as much as 0.08 Å in the CO bond length and 20°in the out-of-plane angle which measures how much this bond is out of the HCH plane. 44 
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Article Starting from such an out-of-plane excited-state geometry, we generate a series of CIPSI expansions of symmetry A″ and continue the structural relaxation in the excited state to further investigate the dependence of the resultant geometry on the complexity of the wave function. Since we also want to compute the adiabatic excitation energy, we have to evaluate differences of the ground-/excited-state energies on the ground-/excited-state optimal geometries. To obtain a balanced description, we therefore generate the CIPSI wave functions at different geometries targeting a given value either of the PT2 correction or of the CI variance for all four states. For convenience, we shall hereafter refer to them as the iso-PT2 and the iso-variance procedure, respectively. The results of these calculations are shown in Tables 4 and 5 .
We perform four iso-PT2 optimization tests. Starting from a VMC geometry of Table 3 , we generate four ground-state wave functions targeting different values of PT2 correction and further optimize the structure with these wave functions. We follow a similar procedure for the excited state starting from an out-of-plane VMC excited-state geometry of Table S4 . For the ground state, the resulting bond lengths and angles remain within 1 mÅ and 1°, respectively, of the CC3 values for all four wave functions. In the excited state, the CO bond undergoes a marginal lengthening and the out-of-plane angle slightly increases by 2−3°, becoming closer to the CC3 angle. The adiabatic excitation energies are computed as differences between iso-PT2 ground and excited-state energies on the corresponding equilibrium structures, and are highly stable irrespective of the size of the wave function: the VMC values lie between 3.55 and 3.56 eV and the DMC ones are somewhat higher and compatible within statistical error with the CC3 estimate. The iso-variance tests yield results very similar to those of the iso-PT2 ones, and the procedure is therefore also a viable route to compute excited-state structures and adiabatic energies.
5.2. Thioformaldehyde. Also for thioformaldehyde, we investigate the VMC convergence of the ground-state optimization with three ground-state wave functions used in the computation of the vertical excitation energies. As shown in Table 6 , we are able to obtain converged bond lengths and bond angles within less than 3 mÅ and 1°of the CC3 values already with the smallest set of 702 determinants and a maugcc-pVDZ basis. Energetically, we gain much less than 1 mhartee in all three cases upon optimization starting from the CC3 structure.
In the first singlet excited state, unlike its oxygen counterpart, thioformaldehyde remains planar and the excited state does not change character. We therefore start by simply relaxing the structure with one of the excited-state wave functions employed in the estimation of the vertical excitation energy. To proceed with the structural optimization, we then generate new CIPSI expansions following the iso-PT2 scheme and matching the PT2 corrections used in the corresponding ground-state calculations. As shown in Table 6 , despite testing a large range of expansions, there is no significant variation in the length of the CS bond, which is 10 mÅ longer than the CC3 value. The adiabatic excitation energy is again rather stable across all cases and within 0.01−0.04 eV of the CC3 estimate.
DISCUSSION
We have demonstrated the excellent performance of QMC in the accurate computation of the vertical excitation energies of two small but theoretically challenging systems, formaldehyde and thioformaldehyde. Using fully optimized Jastrow-CIPSI wave functions where the determinantal components are constructed to yield a similar PT2 correction for both states, we are able to obtain VMC excitation energies compatible within less than 0.02 eV of the extrapolated FCI values using relatively compact expansions of a few thousand determinants and a minimally augmented double-ζ basis. Performing DMC calculations on top of the fully optimized VMC wave functions leads to a uniform gain across both states, thereby not affecting the VMC estimate of the excitation. If we compute the excitation energy by matching instead wave functions with similar variances, we obtain a less robust procedure in the case of formaldehyde, where relatively large expansions of about 7000 determinants are required to recover results within 0.05 eV of our best estimates.
Next, we have investigated the ability of QMC to obtain accurate ground-and excited-state structures. In the ground state, we easily obtain geometries in excellent agreement with those produced by other high-level correlated approaches such as CC3 and full valence CASPT2, using quite compact Jastrow-CIPSI wave functions. The maximum deviation is a meager 3 mÅ in the CS bond of thioformaldehyde. During the relaxation of the excited-state structure, we regenerate the 
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Article determinantal component in our Jastrow-CIPSI wave functions following two different determinant selection schemes: (i) keeping a roughly constant PT2 energy correction during the optimization and (ii) targeting a fixed value of the CI energy variance. Like the vertical excitation energies, the excited-state structural parameters show relatively low sensitivity to the size of the wave function and both selection schemes yield similar structures with no clear distinction in the convergence properties. The largest deviation with respect to the CC3 bond lengths is of about 10 mÅ when using the double-ζ basis. Geometrical relaxation of the excited state additionally allows us to estimate the adiabatic excitation energies, which we find to be compatible within less than 0.05 eV of the CC3 values for all wave function sizes.
To summarize, the use of a CIPSI selection scheme targeting similar PT2 corrections for the states of interest in combination with the full optimization of the Jastrow−Slater wave function enables us to obtain extremely stable and accurate estimates of the vertical excitation energies already at the VMC level, namely, without the need for DMC. This can be achieved with relatively compact wave functions, demonstrating the accuracy of the "expansion" scheme, which is viable also for larger systems. Furthermore, our iso-PT2 protocol to regenerate the wave function during relaxation along a potential energy surface leads to consistent and high-quality structures for both ground and excited states and to accurate adiabatic excitation energies. Our robust estimates of the structural parameters and the vertical and adiabatic excitation energies with moderate Slater expansions open important prospects for the use of VMC structural optimization with Jastrow-CIPSI wave functions as an efficient and reliable approach to characterize excited-state potential energy surfaces.
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